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Let me begin by giving thanks to
Odocoilus virginiana the white tailed deer
for living their lives of freedom and
stealth. You define wilderness.
It had been a good season for the hunt.
Matt Smith, Amos Rodriguez, and myself
had each taken multiple deer with gun,
crossbow, and compound. The hides were
skinned and brain tanned then the meat
was jerked and smoked. My wife says our
success was due to Amos and I both
expecting our first daughters. The tanned
hides have since become baby blankets
and the delicious meat has already fed
dozens. As the season draws to a close we
are left with the stories of the hunt repetitiously told around the camp fire keeping
the hunted alive for as long as we can.
To any listener it is obvious what experiences were the most impactful to us. Not
the 8 point buck or the doe taken from 75
yards but every time, without fail, it is the
time spent in the woods with our primitive
tackle, hunting with self bows and stone
point. Each one of us has spent over a
decade carving sapling bows with hand
tools, breaking hundreds of pounds of
rock to make stable thin points, experimenting with resins and additives to make
pitch, straightening arrow shafts from
dozens of species of shrubs, peeling and
preparing feathers and sinews for fletching, monitoring and interpreting the
weather, making bow strings, matching
arrow spine weights with draw weights,
thousands of in-field hours tracking
andpatterning deer, shooting, sitting and
observing. The amount of time that goes
into harvesting an animal with primitive
weapons is truly unimaginable but thankfully the journey is a wonderful ride filled
with transformative relationships to every

element of your environment.
Fortunate for modern primitive hunters we
do not often rely on the meat of our prey
for sustenance. We are driven by a different
need, a calling to connect to our ancestors
and an urge to feel at one with our place
on the earth. Our fruits do not require a
kill. Being in the woods with our own
handmade tackle is rite of passage enough.
It was mid November in the peak of the
deer rut. Sitting in a ground pit that I had
dug this summer, I looked out on a
beautiful sunny morning with a south
breeze. The pit was beneath a low hanging
mulberry tree in
the silty soil of a
river bank, just
ten feet north of
a prominent deer
trail. In my
warm layers of
wool, I waited
comfortably as
the morning sun
raised the
temperature by
45 degrees. I sat
with my Osage
self bow that I
had crafted over
the summer, a
50-pound draw
bow with matching viburnum arrow shaft,
sandhill crane fletching, and an obsidian
arrowhead. It was lethal tackle that I
trusted only after a decade of trial and
error. I felt grateful for all of creation and
for everything that had led me to this point
as I sat and allowed my mind to cycle
repeatedly. That gratitude can be a form
of meditation. I have found that I am
more calm, more aware and more present
when I’m grateful and there is ample
evidence that my ancestors were well
aware of this technique. Ungrateful
humans are a poor survival risk.
By mid morning a mixed flock of chickadees, nuthatch and brown creepers, had
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come to visit. Their close proximity was a
good sign they were well aware of me, yet
they felt calm in spite of my presence.
With these chickadees within a few feet of
me, the birds and the forest were in a state
we call ‘baseline.’ Baseline is essentially
the state of nature temporarily free of
disturbance or alarm. Baseline also has an
internal component. It is a feeling, a state
of calmness that you share with the forest
when you are able to humbly fall into a
slower rhythm. Baseline is an essential
element of primitive hunting and it is the
only way you will ever have deer come to
within a few feet of you. For a hunter to
harvest an animal from a distance of over
20
yards, it
is not
essential
for the
forest
and the
hunter
to be in
baseline.
If you
are
down
wind at
50
yards,
you can
practically be listening to a podcast (and many
hunters do). Being an effective hunter
from 20 or more yards does not mean you
will ever come to know baseline. Neither
will you know what it feels like to share a
state of consciousness with a wild animal
just a few feet away. For those that do put
in the time and dedication to get close
enough to smell a wild animal, close
enough even to touch them, then you will
have touched something sacred. These
views are not just my own experience but
the common teachings of traditional
hunter gatherer societies.
After the mixed flock of chickadees

moved on, the wind shifted and swirled as
I caught the scent of a doe. Someone was
close. I looked to my right and there she
was approaching from just 20 yards away.
Their ability to move silently is unbelievable. She cautiously came to within ten
yards of me and the wind shifted again
carrying my scent directly towards her.
She alerted and bobbed her head up and
down for nearly 10 minutes. I sat like a
stone with muscles cramping, repeating
over and over in my mind thoughts of
gratitude. After what seemed like an
eternity, she returned to baseline. Had she
taken 5 more steps down the trail past the
mulberry branches I would have had a
perfect shot. But she didn’t and I’m glad
she didn’t. Instead, she stood in that spot
and groomed herself, bristling her coat
and soaking up the morning sun. For the
next 30 minutes we shared that space, just
ten yards away from one other, both of us
in baseline, one of us with weapons to kill
and the other with millions of years of
evolutionary success in avoiding that fate.
Had she given me the shot I do believe it
would have been an offering. She was well
aware of my presence but for some reason
she allowed me to share that time with her.
Eventually some tree workers on the other
side of the river nearly 300 yards away
made some banging noises and she
alarmed and ran off. I will never forget her.
These are the stories we tell over and over
again. No gun or compound harvest can
even compare. For us it is these times, in
baseline, shared with the wild ones that
make up The Sacred Hunt.
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Ungrateful humans are a poor survival risk.
-Matt Shull
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